atmospheric sciences and
problems ol society
A series o f s t a t e m e n t s o n t h e r e l e v a n c e o f t h e s c i e n t i f i c a n d t e c h n o l o g i c a l a r e a s
of A M S S T A C Committees to national and international

problems1

STAC Commissioner's note: There is a good deal of debate within the scientific community on the need to contribute effectively to the solution of the problems of our
society. One step was taken by AMS when the Committees of the Scientific and Technological Activities Commission (STAC) prepared statements on the relevance of their
work area to societal problems. These are not official statements of the AMS, but they
are recommended to the readers of the B U L L E T I N as a good beginning by the Society in
what undoubtedly will be a continuing assessment of the social impact of meteorology
in the years ahead.—Earl G. Droessler

Atmospheric Chemistry

John W. Winchester 2
Chairman, AMS Committee on Atmospheric Chemistry and Radioactivity
1. T h e p u b l i c i m p o r t a n c e o f a t m o s p h e r i c

chemistry

Chemical properties of the atmosphere appear to underlie the majority of links between the atmospheric sciences and societal problems. Statements from several of
the STAC Committees of the AMS point out explicitly
the role of chemical substances in weather and climate,
biological effects of pollutants, control of the earth's
radiation balance, and other processes of public importance. If atmospheric chemistry is regarded as a specialty within the atmospheric sciences, then it is one
that interacts strongly with, if not actually overlaps,
many of the other specialties. It is perhaps this very
pervasive nature of atmospheric chemistry that accords
it, at the same time, a role of importance and also an
elusive definition. Among the areas of science currently
having the greatest public utility, atmospheric chemistry, because of factors resulting from its lack of sharply
delineated scope, is remarkably underdeveloped.
Atmospheric chemistry must be regarded as an interdisciplinary field. Although it is convenient to say that
it lies between the disciplines of meteorology and chem1 T h e five statements in this issue are the final group in
a series prepared by the STAC Committees. T h e first two
groups appeared in the February and April 1976 issues of
the BULLETIN (57, 199-212; 436-440).
2 Department of Oceanography, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Fla. 32306.
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istry, it is today perhaps more accurate to say that it
lies between the physical science of the atmosphere and
the health and welfare of the public. Most atmospheric
chemists are engaged in studies of chemical changes in
the atmosphere that are commonly regarded to be of
interest to man, and their efforts lie largely in the
physical sciences. At present, considerably greater research attention is given to the introduction of trace
gases and particulate matter from fossil fuel combustion
and industrial processes than to atmospheric chemical
changes resulting from biological modification of the
earth's surface, thermal modification of the ocean surface, or other human impacts that are not specifically
pollution related. As yet, few atmospheric chemists are
engaged directly in the life or health sciences as they
relate to the atmosphere. Nevertheless, an identification
of the areas of public interest is as important a part of
atmospheric chemistry as a description of the physical
science of the atmosphere.
2. Research on t h e c h e m i c a l m o d i f i c a t i o n of
the atmosphere
T o the chemist studying atmospheric chemical changes,
the atmosphere is often considered to be more a chemically reacting medium than one in which gases are
undergoing dynamic processes. Thus, for the chemist,
air can seem to be a mixture of trace gases and aerosol
1435
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particles held suspended for periods of hours to years
by a largely inert mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, and
argon, whereas to the meteorologist, air may be a mixture of major gases in motion, slightly contaminated
with trace substances that have transitory existence.
Chemical research on the atmosphere and its modifications, which is still too often conducted with inadequate
involvement by meteorologists, reflects this difference in
viewpoint and is frequently considered to lie outside
the mainstream of atmospheric scientific research.
Most measurement programs in air chemistry are directed to studies of the composition of ground level air.
Many of these are motivated by air quality interests,
and meteorology often plays a subordinate role to chemistry, especially in studies of the urban atmosphere.
Some studies are carried out over the ocean surface,
although these are often parts of oceanographic programs rather than atmospheric studies per se. Measurements of the vertical distribution of trace substances
throughout the troposphere are still very few in number, partly because laboratories with the necessary logistic capability do not conduct atmospheric chemical
research. Recently, because of potential public health
consequences of ultraviolet radiation, we have begun
comprehensive chemical measurement programs in the
stratosphere.
We still justify many of our atmospheric chemical
studies in terms of short-term problem-solving goals,
tending to force a compartmentalization of planning,
both by the agencies responsible for furthering our
knowledge of the atmosphere and by the scientists themselves. It is unusual for a single laboratory to conduct,
at the same time, studies of urban air quality and of
atmospheric chemistry far from pollution sources, such
as at high altitude or in oceanic areas. And it is difficult for a single federal agency to justify both urban
and remote area atmospheric chemical research as part
of a single research project. For example, the continued
regular measurement of C0 2 buildup in remote atmospheres, normally funded by agencies favoring global
atmospheric research, is jeopardized perhaps because its
importance lies more in the area of environmental management at the local level. Moreover, although the occurrence of sulfur oxides in gaseous and particulate
matter is documented for cities in the United States,
we have very few data on sulfur oxides over uninhabited parts of North America and virtually none over the
oceans or continents of the Southern Hemisphere. The
lack of a global data base for sulfur oxides is, of course,
a handicap for validating long-range atmospheric pollution transport models and forecasts.

3. A t m o s p h e r i c c h e m i s t r y a n d p u b l i c h e a l t h
Epidemiologists have long recognized that the atmosphere is a major pathway for environmental factors
that affect human health. Therefore, a large fraction of
the current United States atmospheric chemistry research effort is directed toward studies of trace sub-
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stances that may be hazardous to man. Until recently
the public health concern of trace atmospheric pollutants has been confined largely to urban areas, where
pollution sources and human receptor sites are in close
proximity to one another. Currently, atmospheric chemistry research in the stratosphere is being expanded because of the possibility that pollutants may disturb the
ozone balance enough to increase ultraviolet radiation
at ground level and cause biological and human health
effects. In either case, the public health interest has
been fundamental in justifying much atmospheric chemical research and has created a favorable climate for the
development of atmospheric chemistry as a field.
There is, therefore, a need for strengthening the dialog
between specialists in public health and in atmospheric
chemistry. For example, biostatisticians are able to infer
geographic areas where environmental factors seem to
be involved in the incidence of disease, and pollution
measurement programs should be, but are not usually,
carried out with full knowledge of their findings. Moreover, their studies should also, but seldom do, make
full use of the pollution measurement data that may
already be available. Atmospheric chemists have the
opportunity to share in the responsibility for evaluating
health effects of airborne pollutants and thus to be sure
that chemical factors that are most important to health
are not overlooked. Laboratories that make a conscious
effort to achieve a balance of effort between atmospheric dynamics, chemistry, and matters of public
health are still uncommon but should receive high
priority in the future development of atmospheric
chemistry.

4. T h e i d e n t i t y o f a t m o s p h e r i c c h e m i s t r y
Most atmospheric chemical research and the training of
research personnel are carried out in laboratories considerably more specialized than is desirable. In most
cases the graduate teaching and atmospheric chemistry
research programs in universities are interdisciplinary
in the sense that they include both chemistry and atmospheric science, but, in general, they are not based
principally in chemistry and meteorology departments.
Instead, programs oriented to either urban-scale or
large-scale problems may be based in oceanography,
chemistry, physics, engineering, or public health departments without active meteorology department links.
There is as yet no traditional home for atmospheric
chemistry training programs at the graduate level and,
therefore, no natural single entry point for young scientists wishing to become atmospheric chemists. Moreover, students enrolled in established departments, such
as physics, chemistry, or meteorology, normally must
meet all requirements of the discipline, as well as atmospheric chemistry requirements, for award of doctoral
degrees. As a practical matter, many able students
are, therefore, discouraged from becoming atmospheric
chemists.
The lack of a traditional home and identity of atmo-
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spheric chemistry tends to hold the field in a relatively
underdeveloped position, in spite of the potential it
may have for dealing with societal problems. The numbers of atmospheric chemistry scientists are still quite
small, and they do not form a vocal and organized
constituency to promote their field. Job openings for
atmospheric chemists are fewer than for students in
established fields. There are no fellowship or training
grants in atmospheric chemistry, as there are in health
or energy fields, and there are no federal programs to
build centers of excellence in atmospheric chemistry.
Major programs in atmospheric chemistry research may
be easily created or destroyed because of the needs of
the moment, the lack of a scientific constituency, and
the dependence of these programs on a relatively small
number of qualified scientists. Most atmospheric chemists have become heavily burdened with scientific work
and have insufficient leisure to strive toward an organization of their field as a whole. The result is that
atmospheric chemistry research and training are fragmented into relatively narrow programs that are built
upon the opportunities and capabilities of the several
universities and laboratories having atmospheric chemistry sections. Although most programs have a justification in public health and welfare, it is rare that ex-

pertise in the societal aspects is strongly represented in
the scientific teams.
5. T h e n a t i o n a l r e c o g n i t i o n o f a t m o s p h e r i c c h e m i s t r y
There is an urgent need to recognize atmospheric chemistry as a field that needs nurturing within, not outside,
the atmospheric sciences. This nurturing cannot be
achieved by pressures brought about by atmospheric
chemists, since their numbers are still too few and experience has shown that they tend to develop their
programs in oceanography, engineering, or other homes
where they may by chance identify. It could be that
atmospheric chemistry, which embraces the physical and
life sciences as well as public interests, is broader than
existing atmospheric sciences programs can or would
wish to become. As an alternative, interdisciplinary institutes of atmospheric chemistry could be established.
The AMS should facilitate the nurturing of atmospheric
chemistry by endorsing the field as central, not peripheral, to the mainstream of the atmospheric sciences.
Such an endorsement would bring recognition by meteorologists that the atmosphere is a chemical as well as
a physical medium, extending over the earth as a whole
—not just over impacted local areas—and is of great
importance to human health and welfare.

Atmosphere-Ocean

Interaction

Guy A. Franceschini
Past Chairman, AMS Committee on Interaction of Sea and Atmosphere
1. G e n e r a l
The atmosphere and ocean are in continuous interaction over an area of nearly 70% of the surface of earth.
Through complicated feedback processes, this interaction involves exchanges of energy, momentum, gases,
particulates, and electrical charges. These exchanges,
which fall in the domain of air-sea interaction study,
force and constrain the conditions of each sphere.
Hence, the states of atmosphere and ocean are interdependent. If we hope to control and modify these
states, or prevent damaging modifications, we must be
able to predict the consequences of these exchanges;
if we are to predict these consequences, we must understand the processes involved. Since guidance toward
understanding comes primarily from observation, we
must judiciously intensify our measurements in the
marine environment. Only in this way can the immediate and long-range needs of society be met.
2. Societal problems
There would be little disagreement if we were to list
inflation and unemployment as the pressing problems
of society. However, the major societal problems of

national and international scope, those that concern the
general welfare of mankind today and tomorrow, are
directly associated with: energy generation, food supply,
environmental pollution, and the prediction of weather
and climate. The first three, lately intensified, are the
consequences of overpopulation; the fourth is an old
respected companion of meteorology, but it has assumed
new proportions as a consequence of the others. It is
quite apparent that the classical concerns of research
in atmosphere-ocean interaction touch directly on all
four areas. These concerns must be reinforced and
given new emphasis directed toward solution of related
practical problems.
3. R e l e v a n c e o f a t m o s p h e r e - o c e a n i n t e r a c t i o n s t u d y
a. Energy sources
Coastal areas, where nearly 50% of the world's population is found, represent a unique "triple point," where
air and water meet the land. In this zone, interactions
of the spheres dominate the air-mass weather scene. The
familiar land-sea breeze system with its reduced coastal
cloudiness and the lessened over-water surface drag conspire to make this zone one with enhanced solar radia-
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tion and higher wind speeds. Where found, such locations may be ideal for the establishment of alternateenergy-generating stations. Indeed, large lakes appear to
offer the same opportunity, e.g., the often cloud-free
Lake Okeechobee, to mention but one of many.
Wind-induced waves and currents in waters of the
continental shelf and slope regions, not too distant from
the users, represent another potential source of energy.
Generated and maintained by momentum from the
atmosphere, these phenomena represent wind energy,
secondhand, and solar energy, thirdhand! In addition,
energy exchanges between sea and air, plus wind mixing of the waters, often produce and maintain large
vertical temperature gradients in waters of slope and
open ocean areas. As a consequence, ocean thermal
energy represents another potential alternate source.
However, before the waters are dotted with energygenerating stations, the engineers must know: where the
energy is and in what form, and how much energy
there is and with what regularity. Admittedly, changes
in wind regimes introduce problems.
b. Food supply
Though , not inexhaustable, the oceans offer a promise
of food for the protein-hungry world. At the base of
the ocean food chain are the planktonic plants, the
primary producers of organic carbon. Photosynthesizing
in the sunlit near-surface waters, these plants are food
for zooplankton, which in turn are fed upon by the
larger fishes. At all stages of the food web there is a
dependence on the state of the ocean, especially in the
sunlit "pastures," where exchanges with the atmosphere
are a controlling factor. Waters that are rich in flora
have the characteristic chlorophyll signature, in the
green part of the radiation spectrum, which makes detection by remote sensing a reality. Such productive
waters, the main fisheries of the world, are near-coastal
regions where wind-induced upwelling brings needed
nutrients to fertilize the sunlit pastures. Hurricanes
serve nicely in this upwelling and mixing role. In addition, recent study has shown that the occurrence of
el Nino, the plague of Peruvian fisheries, is associated
with the changing strength of the westerlies in distant
regions of the Pacific Ocean in the Southern Hemisphere.
c. Pollution
An unchanging characteristic of nature is change itself.
This has long been recognized with regard to all time
scales. The hope, for the general good of mankind, is
that these changes are not irreversibly in one direction,
but exist as oscillations. If so, and since we may not be
able to maintain the status quo, our aim should be to
control the swing of the pendulum to acceptable limits,
but we must first understand the nature of the change.
Environmental pollution, man made and otherwise, is
a much recognized change and threat. Since atmosphere
and ocean are in a continuously exchanging mode, each
is polluted by and pollutes the other in an attempt to
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reach some equilibrium. Each serves as source and sink
for the other; both serve as transporters of these gases,
liquids, and particulates. The exchange processes must
be understood; the exchanges must be quantified.
An exciting frontier that is related to the pollution
problem, if we may call it pollution, is the promising
role of phytoplankton in the atmospheric precipitation
process. Biogenic materials have been found to act as
efficient ice-freezing nuclei at relatively high subfreezing
temperatures. The bubbling, white-capped ocean, as a
source of such biogenic nuclei, may well play an important role in weather and climate, in addition to its
traditional role as benefactor of the "maritime influence." Enthusiastic pursuit of this horizon could have
many rewards, personal as well as societal.
d. Weather and climate prediction
If not a thorn in the side of meteorology, then a
chronic blessing, the prediction of weather and of climate poses a major and continuing problem. Though
the limit of accuracy in short-period weather forecasts
may now have been reached, and giant strides have
been made in prognoses of the "future outlook" for
medium periods from several weeks to seasons, the question of climate prediction is still in its infancy. The
problems associated with prediction plead for solution,
since they are intimately involved with all major societal problems. For example, what is the prediction of
the far-reaching consequences of reduced oceanic evaporation due to continued surface pollution? The vigorous programs in climate dynamics and international
field efforts attest to the acute awareness on the part of
the scientific community. The relevance of atmosphereocean interaction study is more than an a priori assumption; it is an empirical fact. The well-established
maritime influence on weather and climate and the
more recently demonstrated teleconnections between
anomalies in sea-surface temperature and future states
of the atmosphere are but two of these empirical facts.
The major atmospheric difference observed between the
two hemispheres, with their unequal ocean-land distribution, is another. Will new investigations of the relation between precipitation and biogenic nuclei from the
ocean be yet another? We have promises to keep.
4. N e e d s
As previously implied, the many faceted concerns of
atmosphere-ocean studies are closely linked with the
major problems facing society. All these concerns are
well aimed, but some may need emphasis in new directions. Simplistically, if we are to exert a control on the
environment for the general welfare of society, we must
be able to predict; if we are to predict, we must understand the processes at work and be able to parameterize
them for computer adaptation. Since this knowledge
comes primarily from observation, we must improve and
continue our well-directed field programs. Efforts at
each step of the chain, observe-understand-codify-predict-control, must be sincerely pursued and redirected,
where needed, to meet societal needs. Although we must
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not attempt to measure "everything, everywhere, all of
the time"—a hopeless and inefficient exercise—we must
continue and intensify our field experiments. These
should be regional and process-oriented programs. Our
efforts in low latitudes (the energy sources for the atmosphere and the birthplace of oceanic hurricanes) must
be extended to the higher latitudes (the energy sinks)
so that our understanding of the global weather machine may be improved. It is comforting to know that
these steps are being planned. Further, we must insure
the quality of the data from such judicious field enterprises and make efficient use of platforms-of-opportunity. Laboratory experimentation should be encouraged.

In addition, we must actively promote discourse and
intercourse with biologists, physicists, chemists, model
experts, and oceanographers (who, of course, are all of
the preceding). Such promotion is one of the main roles
of the Society, a meaningful focus. Since societal needs
are open-ended, we must encourage tomorrow's scientists, who also will have promises to keep, to consider
problems in the geosciences. With the help of the Society, we all have the responsibility of maintaining an
active program to keep the general community aware
of needs, problems, and progress. This may be done if
we insure direct and open communication with people,
including legislators.

Aerospace Operations

O. H. Daniel
Chairman, AMS Committee on Meteorological
In recent years, the American public has been made
keenly aware of the potential hazards to health and
well-being by increased pollution of the earth's environment caused by man's unnatural activity within the
atmosphere, on the waters, and in near space. At times,
and in some circles, this zealous awareness overshadows
the recognition of the multitude of benefits derived
from these activities. Aerospace meteorologists and
other scientists can point proudly to the value of meteorological and geophysical observational satellites in
a large number of applications, a few of which are: the
improvement in meteorological analyses through the
communication of voluminous meteorological data; the
direct observation of weather systems, cloud patterns,
severe weather activity (such as tropical cyclones and
squall lines), wind fields, concentrations of atmospheric
pollutants, precipitation patterns, and snow cover; and,
more recently, indirect radiance measurements of air
and sea surface temperatures, water vapor content, and
ozone and calculations of the concentration of other
atmospheric constituents. Microwave radiometry from
satellites shows real promise of expanding these measurement capabilities to include such parameters as
liquid water content of clouds, wetness of soil surfaces
for agricultural applications, and a wide variety of analytical measurements of the ionosphere having a bearing
on assessments of communication systems' performance.
Geophysical and earth resources applications of satelliteborne instrumentation of great benefit to the public, to
industry, and to scientists include near global capabilities for earth resources assessment such as forest mapping, fish detection, agricultural productivity evaluations, and many related direct benefits.
Converse to benefits derived by society through aerospace systems operations, the frequent deployment of

Aspects of Aerospace Systems

systems such as space transportation vehicles, instrumented satellites, and manned laboratories in earth
orbit may have detrimental effects on the quality, integrity, and natural balance of the earth's atmosphere.
The troposphere is potentially affected on a short-term,
localized basis by the injection of pollutants from the
large quantities of fuel needed to launch complex space
systems. The stratosphere may be affected by such actions as disturbing the delicate balance between the
distribution and quantity of ozone, which in turn affects
the transparency of the upper atmosphere to UV radiation. The degree to which autoregeneration of ozone,
resulting from the deeper penetration of UV radiation, is possible is not known. Accordingly, the potential hazards of increased amounts of UV reaching
the earth's surface cannot be assessed at present, since
the net increase cannot yet be quantified. The consequences of the potential hazard, if realized, are of
enough significance to view increased space and nearspace operations with some concern.
On the other hand, the use of satellite-borne sensors
to monitor these affects is the most cost-effective and
probably the only way in which adequate base data
can be accumulated to permit an evaluation of the
extent of the potential ozone depletion hazard.
In the lower troposphere, the problems of predicting
the impact of increased aerospace operations on air
quality and noise pollution are being actively pursued
by NASA. For example, a Rocket Exhaust Effluent
Diffusion Analysis (REEDA) system is being developed
using a minicomputer to provide real-time predictions
of localized concentrations of exhaust pollutants at
major aerospace operating sites such as at Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. An active ground measurement program is being pursued to verify prediction
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technique using the model, which provides the basis
for further refinements. These efforts are directed toward compliance with anticipated directives of the
National Air Quality Council and the Environmental
Protection Agency, which will establish maximum acceptable concentration limits of certain pollutants. In
the stratosphere, an active measurement and analysis
program is being undertaken by NASA to assess potential harmful effects of solid fuel rocket engine effluents
on ozone and the radiation balance.
NOAA, along with segments of industry and many
educational institutions, is engaged in programs to further our understanding of the impact of aerospace systems' operation on air quality, atmospheric chemical
composition, and changes in atmospheric aerosol distributions. The newly organized Stratospheric Monitoring

Plan will necessarily involve the extensive employment
of aerospace systems as measuring platforms to permit
global dimensions of the monitoring program.
In summary, it is the consensus of aerospace meteorologists that because of the multitude of cost-effective benefits to be realized by society through increased aerospace systems' operations, increased scientific endeavor
should be directed toward achieving an adequate understanding of the impact and effects of these operations
on the atmosphere. The many facets of the meteorological community should foster and endorse measurement and study programs with objectives of increased
use of aerospace systems for the enrichment of society,
while at the same time learning to control or contain
adverse effects of these operations on the natural environment to within acceptable limits.

C l o u d a n d P r e c i p i t a t i o n Physics

J. Doyne Sartor and James E. Jiusto
Past Chairman and Chairman, AMS Cloud Physics Committee
1.

Introduction

Clouds have always been of vital importance to man because in most places they are the primary source of
water, as well as of devastating storms. An early fascination with cloud types and precipitation forms persists to this day with each succeeding generation of interested people. They are no less intriguing to cloud
physicists who, in addition, have attempted to quantify
our knowledge of each step of the process from initial
nucleation of droplets and ice crystals to subsequent
cloud particle growth. The fact that most clouds never
reach the precipitation stage is in itself of important
significance to society. Agriculturists, industries, municipalities, and daily users of water are directly affected. Conversely, those comparatively rare storm cells
that too efficiently organize to produce hail, lightning,
flood rains, and destructive winds impact on society in
often more dramatic ways. The cloud physicist is interested in understanding and predicting each of these
phenomena. Thanks to well-trained researchers, advanced facilities for laboratory and field experimentation, and high-speed computers, substantial strides are
being made in both theoretical and applied cloud
physics (Cotton et al., 1975).
A measure of control over certain cloud types represents a long sought goal in which the promise of local
and national economic gain continues to attract interest.
The inadvertent modification of clouds and weather, as
population and urbanization increase on a global scale,
is no longer only a subject of academic interest. It poses
potentially grave questions to societies at large that
must be clearly defined. The role of clouds in cleansing

the atmosphere of pollutants is a matter of concern as
the quality of the atmosphere deteriorates. Recently,
these concerns have expanded into one of studying the
role clouds may play in long-term changes in global
climate and thereby on the production of food and
fiber.
The cloud physics community recently reviewed all
major aspects of the discipline (Braham and Squires,
1974). Progress and crucial problems were enumerated.
From such analyses and others, certain societal impact
areas can be delineated, as discussed below.
2. S h o r t - t e r m f o r e c a s t i n g
In the view of many, the forecasting of weather on time
scales of several hours is one of the realizable important
areas for involvement of cloud physicists. Not only is
this subject close to the core of meteorology, and thus
important to all atmospheric scientists, but improved
short-term forecasting is also a requirement for meaningful, deliberate weather modification. Refined radars and
more sophisticated aircraft platforms with which to detail cloud structure and precipitation processes are now
being used to advantage.
3. L o n g e r - t e r m f o r e c a s t i n g
Accurate cloud and weather forecasts on the scale of
approximately 12-48 h are of equal if not greater importance to most people. Although cloud evolution and
decay over such time scales represent a more elusive
area requiring basic research, the practical consequences
are substantial. The layman needs no convincing that
we are in need of more specific predictions over this
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time interval of the occurrence, timing, and amount of
precipitation, to say nothing of severe weather.
4. C l o u d m o d e l i n g
Through cloud modeling one hopes to aid in the forecast objectives above as well as to define the intricate
cloud processes operative in the atmosphere. With warm
clouds, the problem of modeling the broadening of the
droplet spectrum to initiate collisional-coalescence
growth has advanced substantially. Cold or mixed-phase
clouds, which dominate at mid- and high latitudes,
represent a high-priority item. Our understanding of
initiation of the ice phase in clouds (on ice nuclei or
via ice "multiplication") and subsequent growth of ice
crystals by diffusion of vapor, capture of droplets (riming), and collision with other crystals (snowflakes) must
reach a stage commensurate with that of warm clouds.
When realized, a broad class of severe storm phenomena
may be coped with more effectively. Implicit in eventual
realistic model simulation is the interaction between
clouds and their environment, turbulence and radiation
effects, and a logical progression to two- and threedimensional models in which a justifiable need can be
shown.
5. Severe m e s o s c a l e m e t e o r o l o g y
Even "normal" cloud and precipitation behavior has
substantial societal impact, as indicated. Brief episodes
of catastrophic weather, however, can pose enormous
consequences at all levels of society and government.
Hail, flash floods, lightning, and tornadic winds associated with certain types of thunderstorms and squall
lines, and their related devastation, are obvious to all.
A single wintertime snowfall of 30-60 cm in the northeastern United States, resulting from an extratropical
coastal low, affects literally millions of people. Persistent
fogs along both coasts and the Gulf of Mexico, while
generally less hazardous, cause economic losses approaching $100 million annually. Any inroads that cloud
physicists make via better forecast aids, models, and
perhaps limited weather control of certain phenomena
(e.g., fog) translate immediately into gains for all.
6. A i r a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l q u a l i t y
One of the consequences of our industrial society is that
the material residues of our products and by-products
occur in forms, places, and concentrations very different
from the initial raw materials at their source. The
emission of gases, particulates, and heat all must be
considered.
The atmosphere is being relied upon to disperse some
of these residues. Apart from local sedimentation of
large particles, precipitation from clouds is the chief
agent for removing these materials from the air. It is
also essential to specify how these emissions alter cloud
behavior (via condensation and freezing nuclei, thermal
fluxes, etc.) in the troposphere and gas-particle effects
in the stratosphere.
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7. W e a t h e r

modification

In 1946 it was discovered that through seeding by means
of Dry Ice, a stratus cloud of small supercooled droplets
could be converted into a mass of ice crystals, some of
which were large enough to survive their fall to the
ground. This discovery accelerated cloud research on
a wide front, resulting in the development of techniques
for useful seeding of clouds in certain important but
still limited situations. The possibilities for altering
cloud dynamics through control of cloud particle microphysics have widened the prospects for changes in clouds
and weather both deliberately through cloud seeding
and inadvertently as a by-product of urbanization, industrialization, and changing agricultural practices.
Most cloud physicists agree that some seeding experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of enhancing
precipitation in certain areas with the proper combination of seeding technique and meteorological conditions. In some cases, an undesired reduction in precipitation has been observed. Fog modification has reached
operational status in certain areas and countries, with
substantial benefits to the transportation industry in
particular. The suppression of severe storms and hurricanes constitutes more of a hope than a reality to date,
although some evidence on hail damage reduction exists.
As previously suggested, inadvertent weather modification represents a new concern to scientists and citizens.
On the local scale, in contrast to regional and global,
it may well be that inadvertent effects on weather have
already exceeded planned weather modification perturbations.
8. M a n a n d c l i m a t e
The still embryonic study of the climates of the past
has already revealed a dynamic picture in which the
history of man has been profoundly shaped by climate.
Today, the world food supply is so marginal that despite
our agricultural and technical advances, we find ourselves once again vulnerable to minor climatic fluctuations.
Meteorologists have begun to develop climatic models
with the aim of understanding the climate trends of the
recent past and of forecasting future ones—an undertaking of the greatest importance to society, both on
the national and international scale. Important factors
in these models are the properties of clouds (especially
cirrus) and aerosols, which by modifying the radiative
fluxes play a large role in the energy budget of the
atmosphere.
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Meteorological Probability and Statistics

Thomas A. Gleeson
Chairman, AMS Committee on Probability and Statistics
1. R e l e v a n c e
The relevance of meteorological probabilities and statistics to societal problems of national and international
scope is fundamental and important. Weather forecasts,
predictions of climatic change, and assessments of future
pollution and of cloud modification effects, etc., are all
invalidated to some extent by contingencies. Ideally,
these predictions and estimates should be accompanied
by probability statements or equivalent estimates of
reliability; otherwise the meteorologists' efforts must be
deemed incomplete.
2. Research
A vast amount of research has been done in pure and
applied statistics. It seems that the chief problem is to
extend and adapt these research results to meteorological problems on a larger scale than has been attempted
heretofore. This would require a greater interest in and
knowledge of statistics by professional meteorologists.
One rather important goal of this activity, for example, could be the development of criteria for estimat-

(Continued from announcements, page 1446)

M e e t i n g s of interest
28 February-1 March 1977: The Sixth Environmental Engineering and Science Conference will be held in Louisville,
Ky. Papers on the following topics were solicited and participants may expect these categories to be discussed during
the conference: control of air pollution from both stationary and mobile sources; environmental effects resulting from
increased energy production; occupational health; measurement of environmental quality; resource recovery and reuse;
environmental and biological impact analysis; and environmental law, management, and planning. Contact: Patricia
Bell, EESC Coordinator, Speed Scientific School, University
of Louisville, Louisville, Ky. 40208.
14-19 March 1977: A Measurement Systems Engineering Short
Course will be held in Phoenix, Ariz. Program emphasis is
on how to obtain valid, cost-effective data in the field and
in the laboratory during the next decade through increased
productivity of data acquisition systems and groups. Cost for

ing probabilities for all elements of weather predictions
issued by private and governmental agencies, rather
than just for precipitation alone, as is the general case
now. The institution of such estimates on an operational basis would be evidence of a most realistic approach to the complex problem of predicting the future
of an open system.
3. V a r i o u s a c t i o n s t h a t m i g h t be t a k e n
Universities that train meteorologists could stress statistics as being of equal importance to physics and
mathematics in the curriculum. It seems that this is not
being done now. Such an effort would tend to produce
a mature assessment of meteorology as a "branch of statistical mechanics" (in Norbert Wiener's words) and a
more versatile capability for handling weather problems.
Agencies could extend their efforts in directions summarized generally under Section 2 above.
The Society could encourage the activities just described by means of policy statements and other promoting actions.

the 6-day course is $450 including text materials; deadline
for registration is 7 March 1977. Contact: Peter K. Stein,
Short Course Director, 5602 East Monte Rosa, Phoenix, Ariz.
85018 (tel: 602-945-4603 or 3124).
26-30 March 1977: The First World Congress on Resource
Depletions, Energy Alternatives, and the Quality of Life in
the Year 2000 will be held in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Sponsors for the congress are the International Association for
Advancement of Earth and Environmental Sciences and the
University of Riyadh. Contact: M. Qutub, Dept. of Geography and Environmental Studies, Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave., Chicago, 111. 60635.
13-15 April 1977: T h e 10th Annual Symposium on the Interface of Computer Science and Statistics, sponsored by the
National Bureau of Standards, will be held in Gaithersburg,
Md. Contact: David Hogben, A338, Administration Bldg.,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234 (tel:
301-921-2315).

(More announcements on page 1440)
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